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STRUCTURAL INSPECTION REPORT
Property
: Saltwater Café / Restaurant , Bermagui
Item inspected : Building Structure
Inspection Date : 3:00 pm 23/11/18

Brief
A structural inspection and report on the Saltwater Café at Bermagui was requested. The tenant had recently vacated
the building and repairs would be required prior to a new tenant occupying the premises. Scopes of work to repair
the structure and to demolish the structure were requested along with cost estimates.

Building description
The building is a single storey timber frame structure constructed over the edge of the Bermagui Harbour with two
edges of the building abutting the shoreline (Photos 2-5). The substructure consists of primarily concrete columns
founded on rock. An external timber deck is supported on treated pine poles. The wall frames are hardwood and the
flat metal roof is supported by hardwood rafters.

Inspection
The floor plan of the building is shown in figure 1.
The kitchen portion of the building was reported to have been constructed by Ron and Elaine Keating originally as a
shop approximately 60 years ago. The restaurant portion was an addition about 35 years ago and the roof was
modified from a tiled roof to a metal roof.
The concrete foundations of the building are a combination of different constructions. The layout of the foundations
is shown in figure 2. On the corner of the building which is furthest into the harbour there are large rectangular
concrete footings (indicated as column type C2 and shown in photo 13) . They appear to be constructed for the
purposes of founding the building and protecting it from wave forces. It might possibly be the case that they are from
an earlier structure but that could not be determined. Wave action has undermined / eroded some of this foundation
and approximately 25mm diameter steel dowels which connect the concrete to the bedrock can be seen (Photos 14 &
15). The dowels which have been exposed are heavily corroded. The top portion of columns C2 have a circular
section. They appear to be mass concrete with river rock aggregate. A number of these columns have eroded /
spalled and the aggregate has been exposed (Photo 16). Some of these columns contain a central deformed steel
reinforcement bar extending into and bent over the timber bearer above (Photo 17). Some of these bars are heavily
corroded. There are gaps between the column and the bearer in some places and various wedges / shims installed
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(Photo 17). The outside of some round columns have a corroded metal covering. This would be the original metal
drum formwork.
Concrete columns C1 have also been formed in round metal drums during construction. These columns are under the
restaurant (addition ) portion of the building. Most of these columns have erosion / significant spalling at their bases
(Photo 18).
Other square section concrete columns and footings C4 and C5 appear to be in a reasonable condition. One column C4
near the grease trap location has a large crack and some spalling (Photos 19 & 25).
Timber bearers and joists to the main building are in a reasonable condition but there is severe corrosion in most
metal connections. Some corroded metal strapping for holding plumbing had been replaced with plastic straps (Photo
28). The layout of the timber floor framing is shown in figure 2. Some bearers and joists along the landside edges
contained severe rot where they were in contact with soil (photo 37)
Flooring to the addition section was particle board with masonite over (Photo 39).
Flooring to the kitchen area was particle board with tiling over. A layer of fibre cement sheeting (likely asbestos) was
also present. In at least two locations there was water damage to the particle board flooring (Photos 26 & 29).
Wall framing was generally hardwood timber. Linings were in place so the condition and presence of tiedown and
bracing was not determined. Sliding doors were not secure , locking was being achieved by timber rods in the base of
the rail. Seals in sliding doors were damaged or perished.
Roof framing was 140 x 50 hardwood timber rafters running laterally across the width of the building and supported
on external walls and one central load bearing wall. An oregon roof beam over the kitchen area supported hardwood
ceiling joists and possibly interacts with the rafters over the wider portion of the kitchen to support the roof. It was
reported that the roof was modified from a tiled roof to a metal roof at sometime in the past. Roof timber was in good
condition. Some rafters on the lower end of the roof had large cut outs to allow for the hanging beams (Photo 30).
The roof was a metal deck profile and had surface corrosion for the majority of its surface area. (Photos 32 & 33).

Structural Evaluation
Foundations
The basic size of concrete foundations and columns is considered adequate. Columns which have significant spalling or
erosion were not considered adequate. Structure would be required to last at least another 20 years. Some columns
C1 and C2 had only approximately 40% of their original cross sectional area so at the current rate of degradation
would not be adequate.

Bearers and Joists
The timber bearers and joists were evaluated and considered to be of adequate size. Loadings considered were 5kPa
distributed or 4.5kN concentrated for the kitchen area, 2kPa distributed or 2.7kN concentrated for the restaurant area
and 4kPa distributed or 1.8kN concentrated for the deck. A number of metal connection elements of the floor
structure were severely corroded and these were considered not adequate.

Rafters and ceiling joists
Rafters and ceiling joists were evaluated and considered to be of adequate size. The roof structure over the wider
portion of the kitchen is considered adequate based on the visual appearance of the ceiling. That is there was no
significant deflection or sagging of the roof structure in this area. The deflection of the roof structure under a G
loading only is usually the limiting load case.

Other Items
Balustrade
The balustrading to the deck does not comply with current BCA requirements.

Asbestos
It is likely asbestos is present in the building in at least the eaves, fascia, under the tiled floor, cladding to wet areas
such as the toilets and exterior storage cupboards.
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Scope of Work to Repair
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)

10)

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Establish site and provide temporary fencing and signage around site.
Provide all necessary barriers and erosion and sediment control measures in order to comply with council and other
regulatory authorities and prevent contamination of harbour.
Remove asbestos in accordance with all current council and other government regulations within any walls where repair is
to be undertaken. For any other asbestos in building remove only if necessary to disturb during works.
Replace 5 damaged piers C1 in south west corner. Use round formtube as formwork. Galvanised N20 dowels to rock.
Galvanised N12 tiedown to bearers.
Replace 1 damaged pier C3 as above.
Clean debris from beneath undermined C2 foundations and install grout / concrete. Install at least 4 additional galvanised
N20 dowels into the rock in the square void between foundations at the NW corner and fill with at least 300mm depth of
concrete.
Replace or encase in reinforced concrete upper round portion of columns C2 including galvanised N12 tiedown to bearers.
Strip out internal of building. All fixtures, fittings and floor coverings in the restaurant area. Complete strip out in the kitchen
area.
Repair timber floor frame including shimming of gaps between bearers and columns and replacement of any corroded
fixings. New stainless steel fixings (screws and brackets) to be utilised. Repair water damaged portions of timber flooring.
Replace rotted timbers to edge of building which have been in contact with soil.
Construct new deck on waterside of building to comply with AS1684 and BCA. Replace treated pine posts with min. diam
150mm treated pine postsH6 treated. Connection to rock to be equivalent to existing. Timber framing to be durability class
1 hardwood or H5 treated pine. Decking to be 25mm thick durability class 1 hardwood or equivalent in recycled plastic.
Install / upgrade tiedown and bracing to current AS1684 requirements in locations where it is not present and repairs are
to be undertaken (eg where wall linings are removed).
Inspect and repair any leaking or corroded roofing or guttering.
Replace all existing windows and doors with new aluminium doors and windows. Two doors onto deck to be bi-folds.
Make good and safe all services (electrical, gas , water, sewer, drainage). New lighting throughout, new power points
throughout.
Construct new disabled toilet and all associated plumbing works and PC items. Toilet to be located in existing building.
Re-line wall and ceiling in kitchen area and prepare for installation of new commercial kitchen.
Re- paint internal of building including all walls and ceilings
Re-paint entire external of building including all walls eaves and facade.
Construct new coloured concrete path from front entry to footpath. To be compliant with AS1428

Notes:
1.

Consideration for access to the subfloor area due to tides should be taken into consideration when quoting.

Estimated Cost to Repair (excluding gst)
Consultant fees (Architectural and Structural) $15K
BVSC DA fees

$5K

Repair Cost

$270K

Total

$290K
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Scope of Work to Demolish
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Establish site and provide temporary fencing and signage around site.
Provide all necessary barriers and erosion and sediment control measures in order to comply with council and other
regulatory authorities and prevent contamination of harbour.
Remove all asbestos and dispose of in accordance with all current council and other government regulations.
Demolish building manually and remove
Demolish and remove concrete foundations
Make good revetment such that it is of a similar quality to adjacent areas. Install suitable geotech fabric. Rock armour to
be similar size, shape and type of rocks (around 500mm – 1000mm diam).
Reinstate grassed area with turf.

Estimated Cost to Demolish (excluding gst)
Consultant fees (Architectural and Structural) $10K
BVSC DA fees

$3K

Demolition Cost

$175K

Total

$188K

Report prepared by:

Mark Stoddard
B.E. (Hons) M.I.E.Aust. C.P.Eng NER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Conditions of Inspection
The structural inspection report addresses items that required altering, upgrading or modification. All other structural items not addressed have either been considered structurally
satisfactory, irrelevant (not important), not ready to be inspected or not accessible for inspection.
The inspection relates only to the approved structural plans unless altered on site by the engineer because of prevailing specific site conditions. Matters such as termite or white ant
infestation and degradation are not the responsibility of the structural engineer.
It is not implied by this inspection that further design work is not required.
This inspection is based on structural considerations only therefore it cannot be guaranteed that full compliance with local Council or Government Authority requirements is achieved
The stability of open excavations and structures exposed to instability by these excavations are not subject of this inspection. This is the builder’s responsibility.
No responsibility for waterproofing or vapour proofing of structural components is assumed by having carried out this inspection.
Note that control joints in all brickwork on footings are recommended to be spaced at no more than 6000mm centres. In addition where the founding material differs significantly and
abruptly control joints in brickwork over the changed foundation material are recommended.
Where inspection is carried out for a third party structural design, (ie a structural design by an individual or organisation other than Stoddard Engineering), physical compliance against
supplied drawings only will be checked and no responsibility will be accepted for the suitability of the design or compliance with Australian Standards.
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Photo 1 Building Location on Bermagui Harbour

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6 Kitchen

Photo 7 Store
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Photo 8 Toilet

Photo 9 Kitchen

Photo 10 Eaves

Photo 11 Deck

Photo 12 Restaurant dining room

Photo 13 Large rectangular foundations
with circular columns over

Photo 14 Exposed dowels between rock and concrete
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Photo 15 Exposed dowels between rock and concrete

Photo 16 Eroded / Spalled concrete exposing aggregate

Photo 17 Gap with wedge showing steel
reinforcement bar extending into bearer

Photo 18 Eroded / Spalled column base

Photo 19 Column C4 crack

Photo 21
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Photo 20 Grease Pit

Photo 22
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Photo 23

Columns C4

Photo 24

Decking to landside

Photo 25 Column C4 crack

Photo 26 Water Damage to floor

Photo 27 Corroded metal framing anchors

Photo 28 Corroded pipe straps replaced with plastic straps

Photo 29 Water Damage to Floor

Photo 30 Rafter cutout at hanging beam
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Photo 31 Roof framing

Photo 32 Roof Sheeting

Photo 33 Roof Sheeting

Photo 34 Roof sarking

Photo 35 Tiled floor to kitchen

Photo 36 Deck

Photo 37 Rotted floor joist at edge

Photo 38 Balustrade non compliant
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Photo 39

Masonite over particle board
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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